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ABSTRACT 
Application of lateral intakes has been always considered by human for water supply. The lateral 

intake is a structure constructed to divert the water from Meandering Rivers for irrigation, 
storage and industrial purposes, etc. Given that rivers have curvatures in most of their path and 

also due to secondary flows, external shore of river bend is a good place for intake. An influent 

weir is constructed at the beginning of intake channel to control the inflow to lateral intake. In 
this study, to examine the influent weir discharge coefficient to the lateral intake at the river 

bend, some experiments were conducted in a laboratory rectangular channel with a 180-degree 

arc made of Plax glass in clear water conditions and without sediments. In these experiments, the 
effect of variables to the height of the weir at the upstream depth, catchment area at the bend and 

the Froude number on discharge coefficient of the flow at the inlet span of the intake was 

studied. The results show that if the bottom sediments inlet to the intake was not proposed, by 
increasing the Froude number and weir height ratio to the upstream depth, the intake discharge 

coefficient decreases. The maximum intake discharge coefficient was also observed at 70 and 

100 degrees, and at least in 30 and 120 degrees. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

 One of the methods of diversion water from the river mainstream is using lateral intakes. One of the issues 

important in designing the lateral intakes is increasing intake efficiency, so that while preventing the entry and 

accumulation of sediment into the inlet of diversion channel, it facilitates the movement of water into the intake. 

 The main characteristic of the presence of flow in river arc is spiral flow that leads to the tendency of 

velocity vectors at the water level to the external arc and at the bottom to the internal arc. Thus, the areas located 

in the outer arc are good places for dewatering. Flow pattern in river arc is affected by two parameters: 

secondary flow and the pressure longitudinal gradient, so in order to transfer the flow without sediment into the 

diversion channels, outer arc is a good place for placement of the lateral intake. 

 Catchment of the main path of a river forms a complicated pattern flow, so that approaching the flow to the 

diversion channel, as a result of presence of suction along the intake span width, deviation of the flow lines 

increases. The deviation results in the flow division so that part of the flow entered the intake, and the rest will 

be transferred to the downstream of the main channel. That part of the flow which is diverted causes strong 

momentum along the main channel which creates a separate area close to the inner wall in the diversion 

channel. On the other hand, presence of the pressure gradient and centrifugal force caused by the flow curved 

lines because an imbalance in the flow pattern input to the intake. 

 Since, the input threshold is used to control the flow and sediment entry to the lateral intake, discharge 

estimation passing through the intake canal at different threshold hydraulic and geometric conditions is more of 

interest for hydraulic engineers. 

 The first study was performed on the discharge of side weir by De-Marchi (1934), followed by various 

scholars, including Subramanya and Awasthy (1972), Nadesamoorthy and Thomson (1972), Ranga Raju et al. 

(1979), Chang (1991), Singh et al. (1994) provided a correlation for the coefficient of water passing the side 

weir in the direct path. 

 Agaccioglu and Yuksel, (1998) studied the discharge coefficient for side weirs at the arc with central angle 

of 180 degrees in vitro, and provided the following empirical relationship for discharge coefficient of side weir: 
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 In which A, B and C: are the coefficients dependent on bL , (L: Length of weir, b: width of the 

main channel) and  (Position pf placing weir in arc). He concluded that the impact of dimensionless 

parameters 1hP (P: Height of weir input threshold and 1h : water level of main channel at weir upstream) on 

the discharge coefficient is more when the dimensionless parameter bL  is smaller than one, and if it is greater 

than one, it reduces because the power of secondary flow as a result of lateral flows is dependent on the length 

of the weir. 

 Borghei et al., (1999) provided a relationship for discharge coefficient in the direct channel: 
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 In which,  1Fr  is the Froude number at side weir upstream, P: Height of weir input threshold, 1h : water 

level of main channel at weir upstream, L: Length of weir and b: width of the main channel. 

 To estimate the weir discharge coefficient in lateral intake in the arc, with regard to the permanent flow and 

constant nature of the fluid properties, the following relationship is established between the parameters affecting 

the discharge coefficient at equilibrium state: 

 LhPbRBVygfCd ,,,,,,,,,,,,                                                                 (3)  

 

 In equation (3),  : specific gravity of fluid,  : Fluid viscosity, g: Gravity, y: The flow depth in the main 

channel, V: Flow velocity, B: width of main channel, R: the central radius of the main channel arc, b: Diversion 

channel width, : capture angle (diversion angle),   : catchment area in arc, P: High of threshold entry to 

weir, h: Water level in the main channel at weir upstream and L: weir length. Using the theory of Buckingham, 

equation (3) is dimensionless as follows: 
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 Given that in this study, parameters ybBR ,,, , L and  have been considered as constant, so the 

dimensionless parameters  bLBLByBbBR ,,,, are neglected. Also, because the flow in the model was quite 

turbulent, Re was also neglected. In this case, equation (4) is simplified to examine the weir discharge 

coefficient in the lateral intake:  
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 Given that the flow pattern and speed variations within the lateral intakes connected to the direct channels 

are complex and three-dimensional, if these intakes are built on the curved channels, due to the flow pattern in 

the arcs, the situation will become more complex. The research of earlier researchers also examined the 

discharge coefficient of side weirs discharge and few studies have been conducted on the side weirs on the 

channel intake at the arc. Therefore, in this study by choosing different places of intake placement along a 

180 degree arc, and variable input threshold height, the weir discharge coefficient entering the lateral intake was 

studied. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

 Experiments of this research was done hydraulically without deposits.The main channel with relative 

curvature of arch was R/B = 4/7 which puts the arc in the category of gentle bends. In order to prevent the entry 

of turbulent waves to the arc, an entry direct channel with a length of 9 meters was connected to a channel with 

180-degree bend. This bend-shaped channel is connected to the flow depth control valves, and then the output 

reservoir by another direct channel with a length of 6 meters. Also, rectangular channel with a width of 25 cm, 

height of 35 cm and a length of 90 cm was used as an intake channel. Intake channels are considered at four 

positions 30, 70, 100 and 120 degrees and intake angle of 45 degree (Fig.1). 

 To determine the height of threshold input on discharge coefficient, weirs with a height of 3, 4.5 and 6 cm 

were used, indicating that 0.37P/h0.5 and 0.25  P/h 0.37, respectively. Due to the impact of total discharge 

in the main channel on value of diversion discharge to intake, to change the Froude number, the total discharge 

in the main channel was used. So, four Froude numbers 0.22, 0.23, 0.25 and 0.29 were considered to determine 

the effect of the flow Froude number on discharge coefficient. The discharge coefficient in the lateral intake was 

estimated using the information related to the main channel and lateral intake and following equation. 
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Fig. 1: Plan of bend channel. 
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 At each test, first the desired weir was installed at the span of intake. Before launching the pump, the 

terminal valve was opened and then clear water was slowly conducted into the channel. After rising water level, 

the discharge with required depth has been set by the main valve on the inlet pipe to the stilling basin. After 

crossing the stilling basin and triangular sharp-crested weir, the flow entered the main channel and after some 

distance, part of it entered the diversion channel and the remaining water get out of the main channel. The flow 

entered the diversion channel after diversion by the intake. At the path of diversion channel, discharge basin and 

triangular sharp-crested weir was installed. When the flow in the model reached a steady state, the diversion rate 

by triangular sharp-crested weir at the bottom of the discharge pond was measured. Also, the total discharge was 

measured by triangular sharp-crested weir at the beginning of main arched channel after stilling basin and at the 

beginning of the main channel. 

 

 

   
 

   
 

Fig. 2: Impact of weir height to the depth of upstream (P/h) on discharge coefficient. 

 

Effect of weir height to the depth of upstream (P/h) on discharge coefficient: 

 Figure 2 shows the effect of weir height to the depth of upstream (P/h) on discharge coefficient in four 

positions 30, 70, 100 and 120 degrees in bend channel and for four different Froude numbers. As can be seen in 

graphs, the discharge coefficient performance at the threshold of the lateral intake depends on the weir height to 
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upstream depth (P/h) and in subcritical conditions, in all Froude numbers, increasing P/h, weir discharge 

coefficient decreases. The reason is that increasing P/h, the water level on weir is reduced and as a 

result, discharge coefficient is reduced. In order to evaluate the results, this study was compared with other 

researchers including Agaccioglu and Yuksel (1998). The results indicate the discharge coefficient is reversely 

correlated with the ratio of weir height to upstream depth P/h. 
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